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The map is on the back. Below are things that happened in several of our states. In the blanks, fill
in the name of the state. On the map, label those states. As usual, there may be overlap.
Name and label these states
1. ____________________ The four victorious powers of World
War II divided both Germany and this state. The two sides in the
Cold War further divided Germany into East and West. The powers
that were granted this state its unfettered freedom once it declared
permanent neutrality in its constitution. Its capital, during the Cold
War, was the site of much spy activity.
2. ____________________ At the close of the Cold War, this state
broke apart along its ethnic lines. As of 2008, seven states exist
where one was originally. There is but one separation remaining:
Vojvodina from this state, all that remains of Yugoslavia. When will
Vojvodina separate? Well, since this state lost both Montenegro and
Kosovo within the last two years, we may see an independent
Vojvodina in less than a decade.
3. ____________________ After a Greek-led coup d’état on this
state, Turkey invaded to protect the Turks there. The state remains
divided into two sections: one essentially led by Turkey and the
other essentially led by Greece.
Label these states
In addition to the states above, label these states (which may include repeats).
EST Estonia
GRG Georgia
MAC Macedonia
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Labeled states
A: ______________________

C:

______________________

B: ______________________

D:

______________________

Extra Credit
XC: __________________ The capital of this state is Minsk. The
government has tried three times since the end of the Cold War to
rejoin with Russia. This state has yet to undergo a ‘revolution’ of
any color, as the people appear to tolerate the return of
totalitarianism. Name and label the state (as XC) on the map above.

